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No matter what subject an educator teaches, one goal is

common, to maximize the learning of each student. Effective

teachers employ varied methods and approaches, and strive to

fine-tune these to make education a reality. Homework has been

perceived as a sound means to Increased learning, and ls an

inherent part of modern secondary education.

Is homework effective in helping students learn? According

to a synthesis of homework research since 1962, 14 out of 20 case

studies have indicated that homework increases student

achievement. In a hypothetical class of 25 high schoolers, the

average student will outperform 69% of students in a no-homework

class (Cooper, 1989). Other research has suggested a

relationship between time spent on homework and achievement

(Cooper, 1989). One study in England revealed that secondary

students who did more than seven hours of homework per week

tended to get one third of a grade better than students who

worked less than two hours per week (Tymms, 1992).

With this research in mind, many teachers believe that homework

can Increase student achievement. Consequently, great effort is

expended In the homework process.

As a high school German teacher, my goal has been to help

each of my students learn as much German as they can. I have

viewed homework as many teachers do, as a necessary and

worthwhile tool to maximize learning. In the years that I have

taught, however, I have noticed that many student.; do not do

homework. Often these students are achieving below-average
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grades. I always felt that in most cases these same students

could be more successful if they would do their homework. Thc

problem, as I saw it, was in motivating students to do homework.

If I could get students to complete the assigned work, then their

achievement would improve.

Upon suggestion from the teacher across the hall, I

instituted a daily homework checking system. At the beginning of

each class, students would put their homework out on their desk.

The usual type Gf homework that I would cive was a worksheet. I

would go up and down the rows and give two points credit to those

students who finished their homework. To those who had the

homework partially finished, one point was given. Students who

did not have homework to show, would be given a zero. We would

then discuss the homework together In class, and students were

expected to correct their own papers. Homework points were added

up and averaged in with other grades, to determine a student's

final grade. Students, therefore, were held accountable for

their homework, rewarded for completion, and punished for

omission.

When I first started this several years ago, the checking

system proved effective. Many more students were getting

homework done. As time passed, however, these same students

began to slack off. Only when they were in danger of an F or a

D, and usually when there was less than three weeks left In the

grading period, did students begin to do regular homework.

It was then that I began to wonder if daily homework checks

were worthwhile. Bogged down with lesson plans, grading and
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other commitmento, I continued the daily checks and never took

time to examine In detail whether my efforts at checking homework

really paid off. For that matter, was I assigning appropriate

homework In the first place? Did this homework help improve

student learning? Did I need to make changes In my homework

practices? Should I abandon the checking system altogether?

Hoping to get some answers for these questions, I have

examined current research on homework and have experimented with

my homework checking system. The results of my study are

reported below.

Current Research on Homework

With the hope of ImprovIna my homework practices, current

research provides much information. How do secondary educators

deal with homework, and what are effective homework practices?

Based on the results of an Illinois survey of 92 high

schools, the average teacher distributes approximately two hours

of homework per class -,er week. Among the most common types of

homework reported were answering textbook questions, (50%

response), and worksheets, (25% response, Murphy, 1989).

Assignments which require higher-order thinking skills like

essays and research projects were assigned infrequently.

Textbook questions and worksheets were seen by the researcher as

Ineffective homework, some unrelated to the curriculum, others

unnecessary repetition of material already learned. That so many

teachers give textbook and worksheet assignments may be a
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reflection of time constraints. Teachers may not have the time

to come up with better assignments.

Another common teacher practice Involves the manner in which

homework is given. Usually during the last five minutes of

class, teachers will give the homework directions orally.

Amongst the clock-watching and restlessness that occurs towards

the end of a class period, It is Inevitable that some students

will "forget" the assignment. Other methods of giving homework

should be developed. Some teachers give weekly assignment sheets

and post the assignments on bulletin boards. With this method,

st'Idents have no reason to say that they forgot. The Illinois

study, in conclusion, describes types of homework and methods of

giving homework. According to this research, there Is room for

improvement.

To make homework a more effective learning tool, homework

should complement what students learn at school and should

challenge, but not overwhelm the student. Teachers should ask

themselves this question when developing homework assignments,

"Do the educational benefits (of the assignment) Justify the cost

in terms of time and trouble (Alleman and Brophy, 1991)?" If

unsure of the answer, teachers should re-examine and adapt the

assignment to make it more suitable.

The most suitable assignments, according to Alleman and

Brophy, engage students in higher-order thinking and allow for

some individualizing. Instead of textbook questions and

worksheets, which are usually practice work, assign homework that

would involve the "making sense" of concepts learned at school.
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Games, puzzles, measurement activities, surveys and projects are

all alternatives to standard practice assignments. These

activities can involve parents and siblings, and initiate

dialogue about school.

For foreign language classes, students can be asked as

homework to teach a family member what was learned at school and

report back to the class. Students can also use a cassette

player for listening and speaking skill development. If

possible, incorporate television into homework assignments,

bringing the world of school and the world outside together.

Individualize assignments by giving students a choice. Let them

select the vocabulary to learn or have them make up a homework

assignment for a change.

Developing a variety of suitable and engaging assignments Is

a challenge that, when met, should improve the effectiveness of

homework. What are other factors that can be controlled in the

homework process? In his paper, "Student Accountability for

Written Work In the Junior High Class", Worsham observed Math and

English teachers to determine which practices were most effective

In dealing with written homework (1981). In this paper,

ineffective as well as effective practices are outlined.

Most teachers grade homework In one fashion or another. A

common, but less effective practice Is for the teacher to collect

homework, grade it at night, and return it the next day. A

weakness In this practice is the time lapse. Students would

profit more from Immediate feedback. Consequently, It Is better

to have students check each other's papf'rs as the teacher reviews
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and diacusses the homework in class. Students would then give

the grades to the teacher, who would put them in the grade book.

A teacher would have to occasionally collect the papers, to make

sure that students were conscientious In checking. An added plus

to this method, according to Worsham, is that public knowledge of

grades imposes a greater sense of individual accountability.

A second practice that some teachers fall into is waiting

several weeks before discussing missed assignments with the

students. By then, the quantity of unfinished work could be

staggering, and the student might Just give up. Effective

teachers keep daily records and contact students more frequently

about missing work.

Current research gives additional guidelines for more

effective homework. Students with perceived low self-esteem, for

example, find criterion-referenced grading more motivational

(Tuckman, 1992). These students tend to do less homework as the

length of an assignment Increases. A teacher can expect a higher

degree of completeness and quality when several short papers are

assigned, rather than one long paper, for example. Therefore,

assignments should be kept short.

Other suggestions for making the most out of homework deal

with 1.ecord-keeping and comments. Record-keeping should be kept

to a minimum for the teacher. Haines (1990) proposed th7At the

students themselves keep homework diaries and homework folders.

These can be useful reference material Alen parents confer with

the teachers. Written comments on homework Increase achievement,

at least according to the research of Walberg (1985). If
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teachers could also give comments orally, then students would

have a second source of input on the quality of their homework.

Two final guidelines for better homework concern last minute

homework, and homework as punishment. If assigned at the last

minute Just for the sake of assigning something, homework will

probably be no more than tusy-work. Time is needed in preparing

assignments, and in explaining them to the class. Homework aa

punishment is unwise, because learning outside the classroom is

the point of homework. Learning should be a source of pleasure

and should be a motivation in itself. When given as a punative

measure, homework cannot be seen in a positive light. Students

will only continue to despise homework.

In summary, a teacher can make homework a more effective

tool through caretui planning and close attention to these

guidelines, for both the type of homework and the mechanics of

the homework process. Ideally, assignments should relate to both

the curriculum and the real world. Homework should involve

higher-order thinking skills and be given in a variety of forms,

clearly explained and promptly graded, with appropriate comments.

Assignments which meet these criteria are much more suitable than

the standard practice worksheets and text questions, hurriedly

given at the end of a class period. By observing these

standards, a teacher can maximize fhe benefits of homework for

the students.
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A teacher's homework practices can be flawless, but will

students do the homework? According to one survey, the single

most given reason for failure to complete an assignment was, "I

didn't want to." Other reasons ranged from, "I forgot", to "It

didn't matter to me", or "I didn't see the value in doing it

(George, 1993)." In a recent study by Parish and Parish (1989),

college students were more inclined to complete an assigned task

if they felt that teachers were concerned about their welfare

during their childhood. Perhaps student perception of a

teacher's concern is also a factor in waether or not homework is

completed.

The homework checking system mentioned earlier was the

strategy I adopted as I confronted the many excuses given for

unfinished homework, and as I observered a connection of low

grades and incomplete assignments. Used by several other

teachers in my department, this system gave two points credit for

completed work and allowed for a brief encounter with each

student on a daily basis. Thus, it may well have conveyed to

students teacher concern. The homework checking system was

instituted to get students to complete more homework with the

ultimate goal of higher grades.

Based on the findings of Cooper (1989), Curtis and Nourie

(1989), and Van Sciver (1990), this system was sound. The

checking system was not overly time-consuming, it was organized,

easy to follow, and the points were Just the right value because

"homework should become a factor in improving grades, not in
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damaging them (Van Sciver, 1990, p. 104)." The homework checking

system was also in accordance with the behavioral principles of

reward and punishment, the two points being the reward, and the

zero the punishment. For all of these plusses, I still had some

misgivings about the system.

One misgiving concerned the reward/punishment psychology

surrounding the system. As B.F. Skinner once maintained,

"Education Is a form of manipulation (Dilman, 1988, p. 52)."

Clearly, the assignment of grades Is the final and only "gun"

that teachers have in getting students to work. Without the

reward of a good grade and the punishment of a bad grade, a

teacher has little authority over a student. Making homework

part of the grade and evaluating it daily through the checking

system might force more students to do homework. But when does

daily reinfcrcement change to daily nagging or intimidation?

Foreign languages are requirements for college admission and, as

a college prep course, German should also prepare students for

the challenges of a university. Will professors give students

two points each day for studying and practicing? Does the

homework checking system encourage self-motivation? Does this

system respect student free will? However effective the checking

system may be, I am not In complete agreement with the underlying

philosophy. "Thus, where Hamlet saw man as 'like a god', Pavlov

and Skinner see him as 'like a dog' (Dilman, 1988, p. v11)."

A second misgiving with the homework checking system

concerns its effectiveness. When I first started using homework

checks, many more students were doing homework. As time passed,
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however, students began to slack off and were less inclined to do

assignments, despite the reward of two poirts or the punishment

of a zero. When the homework was done, some of it was done very

carelessly. When I would collect homework, it became apparent

that some students were not correcting their errors. These same

st,Acients were also inconsistent in doing homework to begin with.

These students were the ones who were in most need of homework

and feedback, yet the homework checking system did not seem to

affect them.

Although effective at first in terms of getting more

students to do homework, my view of the homework checking system

changed as time passed. Therefore, I began to question whether

the checking system actually had a positive effect on student

achievement. Were student grades in German better with or

without the system? In the process of checking, recording and

tallying homework points, have I, "strayed from the intention of

this important learning tool and reduced it to a mere bookkeeping

process? (Van Sciver, 1990, p. 104)." This may well be the case

with the checking system. Thus, through an experiment with my

second-year German students, I attempted to find out how

effective the checking system was in promoting student

achievement. Through a student survey, I also tried to discover

how students percieved the checking system, whether they saw It

as Intimidating or as motivating. The results of the experiment

and the survey, along with the current wisdom about homework in

general, are the basis for a self-evaluation of my homework

practices.
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To determine whether the homework checking system positively

influenced stur It achievement in German class, grades from two

nine-week quarters were compared. During the first grading

period, November 1, 1993 to January 25, 1994, the homework

checking policy was used. Students were assigned grammar or

vocabulary exercises from the workbook, three to four times per

week. These they would show the following day, and be given two

points credit if completed. Homework checked in this manner,

accounted for 8.5 percent of the total grade. During the next

quarter, January 31, 1994 to March 25, 1994, the homework

checking system was dropped. Although homework was assigned and

discussed in class as before, students were basically policing

themselves.

Have any reseachers conducted similar experiments?

Unfortunately, there have been few studies about homework

checking in the past. Acco.rding to Harris Cooper, "Research on

variations in feedback strategies reveals little reason to choose

one strategy over another. Though common sense dictates that

some monitoring of homework assignments is important, there Is no

credible empirical test of this assumption (1989, p. 148)."

Consequences for completing homework will increase the rate of

completion, according to Cooper, but will not affect in-class

performances.

With this in mind, I predicted that the total effect of the

checking system on student grades will have been negligable.

Some students' grades might go down. These are the ones who may

have needed daily reinforcement. An equal number might show an

13
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Increase In grades. There were also a few, no doubt, for whom

the system would be neither a benefit nor a detriment.

Therefore, my hypothesis was that the homework checking system

would play no role In student achievement, as measured by grades.

To explore the fear that the system is construed as

manipulative, I surveyed the same group of students who were in

the experiment. Towards the end of the second grading period,

students were asked to answer a 24-question opinionnaire. The

information from this survey will help me determine any negative

affective consequences of the homework checking system. This

will help me decide whether to continue or abandon the homework

checks. My prediction for this survey, is that the results will

be evenly divided as to students very.much against homework

checking, to those In favor of It.

Subjects

The students involved In the homework checking experiment

comprised a small class of 13 second-year German students, ages

14-17, six male and seven female. Their ability ranges from

exceptional to poor, with the average student grade falling In

the C range. This group is of middle-class to afluent status.

One student in the group had lived in Germany for a while, and

has an advantage over the others. He is not, however, at the top

of the class. I implemented the checking system with this group,

because language-learning is most difficult at the second-year

level. Daily study and practice are necessary, because the
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vocabulary and sentences become more complex. Of any group that

would need daily homework checks, this would be the one.

Procedures

As mentioned earlier, the second-year students were exposed

to the homework checking system for the first semester, 1993-1994

school year. Their grades from the second quarter of this period

were compared with those from the first quarter, second semester,

1993-1994 school year.

As the second semester began, I explained to my students

that I was conducting an experiment on the homework checking

system. I would not go up and down the rows, checking homework

and awarding points every day, as I did last semester. Homework

would still be assigned and discussed in class, but it would not

be checked. I asked students if anyone had an objection to this.

No oLe said anything. They actually smiled and acted pleased

that I would not be checking homework. One student asked me

about my hypothesis. Not wishing to influence the outcome of the

experiment by creating a mind-set in the students, I did not go

into details and promised that there would be a complete

de-briefing once the experiment was over.

For the rest of the grading period, I conducted class as I

normally did, with the exception of the homework checking. At

the end of the gradin'g period, I totalled and averaged grades.

These grades were compared to the grades from the previous

quarter. At this time, students were asked to answer a

24-question survey about homework and the homework checking

15
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system In German class. Students were told not to consult with

their neighbor, and not to put their names on the form. I also

Instructed the students to answer the survey honestly, not to

write down what they think I wanted to hear, but to chk off the

answer that most closely reflects their opinion. I observed the

students as they filled out the surveys. The students were

silen/-., and took their time In reading and checking off answers.

I believe that their response to the opinionnaire was sincere.

Before the results are discussed, there are some weaknesses

in the experimental procedure worth noting. The first weakness

involves the teacher as experimenter. Ideally, a teacher should

not ..":onduct an experiment on her own students, because personal

beliefs can Interfere with the administration and treatment of

the class. Without even being conscious of it, a teacher's

pacing and enthusiasm can have subtle, but nontheless marked

influence on the outcome of the experiment. Whether I personally

believe that homework a. d homework checking are worthwhile could

show through. I certainly tried to be the same teacher to my

students during the no-checking period, but again, subtleties

could have played a role.

A second weakness in homework research concerns the nature

of homework itself. Homework is a very complex issue and

involves many factors. Why students choose to do or not do

homework has even more to do with the nature of the homework

assignment and students' other free-time activities, than with

the checking policy itself. Therefore, student achievement as

reflected In grades could well be tied to extraneous factors.

16
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The results of the grade comparisons, therefore, must be

Interpreted cautiously.

Finally, the circumstances under which this particular

experiment was conducted were far from ideal. Comparing grades

from two different grading periods means that, although teaching

methods were identical except for the checking system, the

curriculum was different. A better method of comparison would

Involve two classes of many more students. These classes would

be taught by the same teacher and would learn the same material.

The grade comparison, then, would be less influenced by the

nature of the curriculum. For reasons of research, the number of

students I teach is, unfortunately, Small. Although conclusions

from thls research are consequently tentative, at least I can

profit from a better understanding of how well the checking

system promotes achievement for my students.

Fesultq

At the conclusion of the second grading period, the grades

of the students were averaged and compared to their grades from

the previous quarter, November I, 1993 to January 25, 1994.

Three comparisons were made. (See Appendix A for summaries).

The first comparison was from two sets of grades from the first

grading period, one set Including the homework scores, the other

without homework scores, This comparison was made to determine

17
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how many percentage points homework was worth in the final grade

under the checking system. There was a significant difference

between the grades (t=2.943, p=0.012). This difference was

approximately one percent.

A second grade comparison involved the grades from the first

quarter, which included homework, to the grades of the second

quarter. The results, (t=1.060, p=0.310), indicate no

significant difference between the two grading periods.

A third comparison used the grades from the first grading

period, adjusted to exclude the points from the homework checking

system. Not including homework in this calculation gave a more

accurate measurement of achievement. The adjusted grades were

then compared to the grades from the second quartLr. The results

of this comparison, like that of the previous one, reveal no

significant difference, (t=0.650, p=0.523).

The survey results, (see Appendices B-F), were also

analyzed. As an indicator of general attitudes towards homework

in German class, the checking system, its effectiveness, and

student Independence, the survey revealed an average total

student response of 3.096. This is on a scale of 1 to 5, 1 being

negative and 5 being positive. Wher broken down into categories,

student general attitude towards homework in 3erman class was

M=3.198 or about average. Student attitude toward the checking

system itself was M=3.169. How students perceived the

effectiveness of the checking system was 11=3.000. Concerning the

question of student autonomy from the checking system, the mean

was 2.744. (See Appendices E and F).
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Discussion

The grade comparison study indicated a significant

difference In student grades when homework was included versus

when it was not included for the first grading period. When

homework was included in the grade, student averages increased

approximately one percent. When final grades are given in letter

form, however, a one percent difference Is only significant for

those few students who fall on the border line. An examination

of the grade differences, (see appendix A), reveals that in only

three cases, the inclusion of homework increased the letter grade

of the student. Since homework grades do not significantly alter

the final grades when both are computed together, then the

practicality of the time and effort on homework checking comes

into question. Is it eeally worth the trouble to check each

student's homework every day? Particularly when teachers have

larger classes, the cost in energy Is too high In terms of

benefits.

The second two grade comparison studies are supposed to

measure the effectiveness of the checking system on student

achievement as measured by grades. In both instances, no

significant difference in grades was indicated. Whether grades

that included homework nr grades that did not include homework

were compared to grades without the checking system, student

grades were hardly affected. In some cases, student grades went

down, In others, student grades went up. Class grade point

averages from the first quarter without homework and the second

quarter without checking were 77.7% and 76.3%, respectively.
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This underscores my original hypothesis that the effect of the

homework checking system is minimal.

A similar result was reached in an experiment conducted on

remedial math students by Cobb and Peach (1990). Although the

experiment did not focus on a checking system, it did compare

achievement of one group of students who were exposed to two

weeks of intensive homework, and two weeks without homework. As

In my comparison study, there was no significant difference In

the achievement under either condition. This experiment,

although considered a pilot study, calls into question the need

for daily practice homework. My study casts doubt on the need

for daily homework checks. An underlying question, however,

concerns the need for daily homework, at least the type that I

traditionally assign.

The results of the student survey are important to consider

In evaluation of the checking system and my homework policies in

general. Basically, each of the 24 questions In the survey fell

into one of these categories: attitudes toward the checking

system, perceived effectiveness of the checking system, autonomy

from the checking system and general attitudes toward homework

in German class. Taking all 24 questions together, the average

response on a scale of 1-5, 1 being low/negative, 5 being

high/positive, was 3.096. This corresponds to the "undecided"

column of the survey. In other words, most students had neither

negative nor positive views about homework and the homework

checking system.
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When broken down into various categories, student opinion

differs slightly from the general mean. Concerning student

attitude towards the checking system, statements like, "The

homework checking system is fair", "I like the homework checking

system", or "Resume the homework checking system next quarter"

were surveyed, with the mean response being 3.169, undecided.

This category of statements also asked questions which were based

on my own misgivings about the behavioral underpinings of the

checking system. Statements like, "The homework checking system

makes me nervous", "I resent having to show my homework every

day", and "I feel pressure when homework Is checked" related to

this. Again, with the average responses being undecided,

students were indifferent to the checking system.

Another category of survey items deals with the perceived

effectiveness of the checking system. Statements like, "I

learned more" and "I did my homework more often" were included to

see how the students valued the checking system. Student answers

ranged on the average from 1.5 to 4.0, the mean response being a

perfect 3.0, which is "undecided".

The survey questions dealing with autonomy included only

three statements, "I do homework, even when It is not checked",

(M=3.385), "I will not do homework if it is not checked by the

teacher", (M=2.077) and "Daily homework checks will not make me

do homework, if I don't want to" (11=2.769). Just how autonomous

are the students when it comes to doing homework? The mean for

this categor/of questions was (11=2.744), slightly below the
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"undecided" range, indicating a small degree of independence from

the checking system.

The student opinionnaire, hovering around a rating of 3.875

total average, did not reveal any significant findings to aid my

evaluation of the homework checking system. Student opinion was

undecided as to the system's effectiveness, student attitude, and

independence from the system. This information, coupled with

similar findings from the grade comparison test would, again,

lead to the conclusion that the checking system has neither a

positive nor a negative effect on attitude and achievement. Its

effectiveness, therefore, is insignificant and perhaps not worth

the effort.

Lastly, student general attitudes about homework in German

class were surveyed. (See Appendices E and F). These items did

not deal with the checking system, but with homework for German

class in general. Statements that were in this part concerned

matters like frequency, degree of difficulty and attitudes

towards homework. The bar graph, Figure 5, shows no extreme

student attitudes, the range being a minimum of 2.714 and maximum

4.000, M=3.198, undecided. Perhaps my general homework policies

as far as quantity and frequency are at the right mark. In

particular, student mean response to °I like to do homework for

German class" was at 2.846, near the undecided mark. "We get too

much homework in German class" earned a mean rating of 3.231,

slightly over the undecided mark. Not many students agreed with

this statement, "We don't get enough homework In German class."

(M=1.769, significant disagreement).
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With undecided results from the student survey, and the same

concerning the checking system, what changes and Improvements

should I make in my homework practices? The first change would

be to discontinue the daily homework checks. Students do not

favor it one way or the other, and the grade comparison has not

revealed any pivotal connection between the system and grades.

Based on other research, there are a few additional changes that

I could make to improve my homework policies. One would concern

the types of homework assigned. The checking system kept track

mostly of grammar and vocabulary worksheet assignments. If the

checking system had no particular bearing on student achievement,

perhaps the homework itself Is not the right kind, assuming less

homework was done when the system was dropped. Many homework

experts are calling for the incorporation of higher-order

thinking skills into homework in replacement of standard

worksheets and questions. A careful analysis of learning

objectives and necessary skills could indicate more appropriate

homework. Until this is done, homework in my class will be

reserved for such assignments as writing paragraphs and preparing

for tests.

It is interesting to note here that many of my German

students agreed with these suggested changes. During the

promised de-briefing session, I shared the results of the survey

and grade comparisons. After I wrote the grade point averages

from the checking and no-checking quarters on the board, students

responded with comments like, "Is that all?" and "So what?" If

the checking system was not very effective in helping improve

23
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grades, I suggested, then maybe the homework I assigned was not

helpful. At this point, many students were eager to share their

views with me. One was quite honest and confessed that during

the checking period, she and many of her classmates would Just

copy the homework before they would come into class. Another

student complained that the worksheet assignments were too

repetative. This homework Just seemed like busy-work to him.

At this point, I asked the students what types of homework

they found helpful to their learning. Among several su-,stions,

one stood out. If they had to do homework, then writing

paragraphs would be the most beneficial. Using German to express

their own thoughts was more meaningful than filling nut

worksheets which expressed the thoughts of others. The

de-briefing session, however humbling it was for me, reaffirmed

my conclusions about the checking system and types of homework I

was assigning. There are, however, additional changes to be

made.

Concerning certain day-to-day procedures for dealing with

homework, there are a few weaknesses in my practices which can be

improved. First of all, time must be taken to explain my written

remarks on homework to individual students. Sometimes students

do not understand or they choose to ignore what a teacher has

written on a paper. By talking individually with students, any

uncertainties can be cleared and students will also be compelled

to examine their mistakes. Time for this will come from time

saved by dropping the checking system.

24
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Another practice which I can improve upon is the manner in

which I make assignments. Like many other teachers, I wait until

the end of the period and give instruction orally. If I were to

give directions for assignments at the beginning of class,

students would do homework in class rather than participate in

the lesson. The only alternative is to combine the oral with the

written, writing the assignment on the blackboard or overhead and

also explaining it verbally. Again, time should not be a

concern. Students will be getting less worksheet assignments and

I will have more class time to properly explain the homework I

will be giving.

These are Just two of many areas which I can improve upon in

my homework practices. Many studies have indicated a

relationship between homework and achievement. The grade

comparison study of my checking system, however, showed little

effect of checks upon achievement. Further study and

experimentation are in order. Experiments like thls one need to

be done under more ideal conditions and with a greater number of

students. Then perhaps more valid and reliable findings can give

better direction to the educator, whose ultimate goal is to

perfect all methods and practices, thus maximizing learning for

each student.
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Appendix A

Table 1

Student Grades

First Quarter First Quarter
without homeworl

Second Quarter
without c_be_cicu.

Lisa 90.4 (A-) 09.5 (A-) 67.3
Jon 58.7 (F) 57.6 (F) 53.7
Hike 66.5 (B4) 86.9 (134) 79.1
Angela g 74.9 (C) 72.3 (C-) 73.6
Erin m 60.4 (B- ) 79.0 (C4) 73.1
Jesse 88.3 (B+) 87.3 (BI-) 86.0
Adam 81.0 (3-) 82.2 (8-) 00.5
Sandi 69.6 (C-) 69.4 (174-) 70.3
Pyan 69.3 (DI) 67.6 (134) 40.5
Deana 71.6 (C-) 70.1 (C-) 70.8
Kara nr).0 (A-) 69.0 (A-) Q6.2
Caccie 72.8 (C-) 70.4 (C-) 79.8
John 05.9 (13) In.SLAIL)

Class C.P.A. 78.6

__

I 76.3

H Indicates student for whom homework determined a diffcLence In
letter grade.

Table 2
Results of Comparison Studies

Eicst_ Ottark_er wi_thouLlipmewm-k_tQ First_ausar ter wi th ligto9work
PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST ON FIRSI9 VS FIRSINOH WIIH 13 CASES

MEAN DIFFERENCE .
SD DIFFERENCE -
T 2.943 a .

0.862
1.056
12 PROD 0.012 Was a significant óifference between them

Etca_t WaKtes_with H011111intk_ip Second Quarter w1thoQ1 Check8

PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST ON FIR519 VS SIKOND9 WITH 13 CASES

MEAN DIFFERENCE - 2.277
SU DIFFERENCE - 7.742

I 1.060 UP . 12 PROD . 0.310 NOT significantly different

tQr_w_LidicaLt Homework tsi......i.ciesau.thiegaLtar_milhoit_shegka

PAIRED SAMPLES T-TEST ON FIRSTNOH VS SECOND9 WITH 13 CASES

MEAN DIFFERENCE - 1.415

SU 0IFFERENCE 7.758

. 0r658 or . 12 PROD .

26
0.523 NO significant difference between them
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AppendiX B

Student Survey Homework Checking System

Dear Studenta:

To aid my evaluation of the homework checking system. I ask that you
respond to the following questions. Place a check mark In the column of the
response that best reflects your honest opinion. Do not conSult with your
neighbor. Do not put your name on the form. Thank jou for your help!

Frau Kazmierzak

When answering the questionnaire, the terms hOM9wock and hOMewOr_k theckLnq
5Y_5tem refer only to homework In German class and the daily checks that we used
to have last semester.

(1)

116

o
o

o 131

o m m
u o in

.1)
11

--7

I. It is my responsibility to do humework.

2. The homework checking system is fair.

a. The homework checkina system makes me nervous.
Ai

4. I learned more, when my homework was checked daily.

..1 I did my homework less often. when It was not checked
daily.

6. I like the homework checking system.

7. I resent havina to show my homework every day.

0. Resume the how..work checking syStem next quarter.

9. I will not do homework. If it Is not checked by the
teacher.

IC. I like to do homework for German class.

27
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11. We pet too much homework In German class.

12. It is the teacher's job to make sure I do homework.

10. The homework checking system Is unfalr.

14. I feel pressure when homework Is checked.

15. I do homework, even when it is not checked.

16. I learned less when my homework was checked.

17. Daily homework checks will not make me do
homework, if I don't want to.

18. The homework checklna system should be abolished.

19. We don't get enough homework In German class.

20. Homework assignments are easy.

21. The hoimfwork checking system helps me to take
homework more seriously.

22. I dld my homework more often. when It was
checked daily.

2$. I feel less pressure. when my homework Is not
checked on a daily basis.

Z4. Homework assignments for German class are hard.

28
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Table
Student Survey Results

(The sequence of figures is in the same order as the questions In the
P.tudent survey.)

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS: 13

RESPONSE FAIR NERVOUS LEARNMOR DIDLESS

N OF CASES 11 13 13 13 13
MINIMUM 4.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
MAXIMUM 5.000 5.000 5.000 4.000 4.000
MEAN 4.462 3.615 3.462 2.692 2.846
STANDARD DEV 0.519 0.961 0.967 1.032 1.068

LIKESYS RESENT RESUME womo LIKEHW

N or CASES 13 13 13 13 13
MINIMUM 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
MAXIMUM 5.000 4.000 5.000 4.000 4.000
MEAN 3.000 3.385 2.923 2.077 2.846
STANDARD DEV 1.155 1.121 1.256 0.954 1.068

TOOMUCH TEACTIJOB UNFAIR PRESSURE EVENNOT

N OF CASES 13 13 13 13 13
MINIMUM 2.000 2.000 1.000 1.000 2.000
MAXIMUM 4.000 5.000 5.000 5.000 5.000
MEAN 3.231 4.000 3.615 3.385 3.385
STANDARD DEV 0.832 1.225 0.961 1.193 1.044

LEARNLES WONTMAKE ABOLISH NOTENOUG TOOEASY

N OF CASES 13 13 13 13 13
MINIMUM 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
MAXIMUM 5.000 5.000 4.000 3.000 4.000
MEAN 3.538 2.769 3.077 1.769 2.769
STANDARD DEV 1.127 1.235 0.954 0.725 0.927

SERIOUSI MOREOF1E LESSPRES HARD

N OF CASES 13 13 13 13
MINIMUM 1.000 1.000 1.000 2.000
MAXIMUM 4.000 4.000 4.000 5.000
MEAN 2.923 2.923 2.308 3.308
STANDARD DEV 1.115 1.256 0.947 0.947

29
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Summary of Student Survey

0.5-

0.4-

0.3-

0.2-

0.1-

1 5 Z 5 3.5 4.5 5.5

AVERAGE

Table 4

AVERAGE

N OF CASES 13
MINIMUM 1.875
MAXIMUM 3.875
MEAN 3.096
STANDARD DEV 0.555

30
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Student Survey Results - Categorized

(Survey items were arouped and analyzed as follows:

tULuIQLsS.bkJii *vs tem

Figure 2

-1

3

SYSTAFT

Peccelved EffectlDness of ChPckInci System

FIclure 3

1:5 2.5 3.5 4.5 5.5

EFFECT
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Otudenl_Aulx2nomyt Honewnrk Chealnq System

Figure 4

1.5 2 5 3.5 4.5 5.5

AUTONOM

General Attitude Towards Homework Ln GPCMAD CIa?s.

Flgure 5

2.6 3.0 3.4 3.8 4.2

GENATT
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App_e_aULLI.

Tab1e 5
Summary of Four Categories

TOTAL OBSERVATIONS: 13

GENA11 SYS1AIT ErFECT AU1ONOM

N OF CASES 13 13 13 13

MINIMUM 2.714 1.000 1.500 1.667

MAXIMUM 4.000 4.200 4.000 3.667

MEAN 3.198 3.169 3.000 2.744

VARIANCE 0.162 0.662 0.510 0.392

STANDARD DEV 0.402 0.814 0.714 0.626
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